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Abstract

Each brain cell type shows a specific metabolic signature that links energy conservation with cell

function. For instance, the different relative dependence of astrocytes and neurons on glycolysis or

oxidative phosphorylation (OXPHOS) implies that OXPHOS energy efficiency is not identical across all

cell types. In a proteomic analysis of mitochondrial proteins isolated from astrocytes and neurons we

revealed that mitochondrial complex I (CI) and III (CIII) super-assembly differs. In neurons, CI is more

tightly bound to CIII than in astrocytes and determines higher mitochondrial efficiency in neurons. In

contrast, the proportion of CI that is not bound to CIII is higher in astrocytes than in neurons, implying

lower bioenergetic efficiency but higher mitochondrial ROS production in these glial cells. In this

seminar I would like to show results suggesting that tis astrocytic metabolic shape is important for

neuronal function and organismal behavior.
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